
Academic Weather Unit Test Review Answers 

1. Atmosphere: the layer of gases that surround the Earth 

2. Ozone = 3 Oxygen atoms that are combined into O3 

3. Solid: ice, snow  Liquid: rain  Gas: water vapor 

4. 78% Nitrogen 21% Oxygen 

5. CO2, Argon, Neon, Helium, Methane, Krypton, Hydrogen 

6. Photochemical smog: brown haze that forms as a result of sunlight on 

chemicals 

7. Temperature: thermometer 

Air Pressure: barometer 

Wind Speed: anemometer 

Wind direction: Wind vane 

8. Aneroid: air tight metal chamber than expands and contracts with 

changes in AP 

Mercury: column of Mercury rises and falls as AP changes 

9. Troposphere; stratosphere; mesosphere; thermosphere(ionosphere; 

exosphere) 

10. Temperature 

11. AP decreases because the density of the air decreases. 

12. A. stratosphere 

 B. troposphere 

 C. ionosphere 

 D. mesosphere 

13.  Ozone absorbs uv rays and releases heat 

14. Freezing   32º F 0ºC 

      Boiling    212ºF     100ºC 

15. Conduction: transfer of heat by direct contact of particles 

      Convection: transfer of heat through a fluid due to change in  

 density 

      Radiation: transfer of heat by waves through space 

16. Differences in AP. Wind always blows from high to low. 

17. Local winds blow over short distances and can change direction. 

Global wind blow over long distances at a steady rate from a specific 

direction. 



18. As the Earth rotates it causes freely moving objects to curve to the 

right in the NH and to the left in the SH. 

19. Doldrums  = equator  = low pressure, no wind 

     Horse Latitudes = 30 º N and S = high pressure, no wind 

20. Evaporation = liquid to gas, absorbs heat 

Condensation = gas to liquid, releases heat 

Melting = solid to liquid, absorbs heat 

Freezing = liquid to solid, releases heat 

21. Water vapor in the air cools and condenses on the cold surface of 

the glass 

22. A. cumulonimbus 

      B. stratus 

      C. cirrus 

      D. cumulus 

23. Any moisture that falls from the sky 

24. Snow: frozen crystals 

Sleet: rain freezes as it falls, ice pellets 

Freezing rain: rain freezes on contact with a cold surface 

Hail: frozen pellets that get larger the longer they stay in a 

cumulonimbus cloud 

Rain: liquid precipitation greater then 0.5mm 

25. Cold front = T decreases, AP increases, windy, t-storms 

Warm front = T increases, AP decreases, periods of rain 

Occluded = T increases then decreases, AP decreases then increases, 

rain 

Station = No change 

26. Areas of positive and negative charges build up in a cumulonimbus 

cloud. A sudden spark is released which creates lightning. 

27. Rapidly whirling funnel shaped cloud that reaches down from a 

storm cloud to touch the surface. 

28. Go to the basement or middle of the ground floor, cover yourself. 

If you are outside find a low lying area like a ditch or storm drain. 

29. Scientists who study the weather and try to predict it. 

30. Isobar – line that connects areas of equal pressure 

Isotherm – line that connects area of equal temperature 

31. Latitude 

32. Maritime polar – northern oceans – cold and humid 

Maritime tropical – southern oceans – warm and humid 



Continental polar – Canada – cold and dry 

Continental tropical – Deserts of SW and Mexico – hot and dry 

33. A. B northeast B. C southeast C. A southeast 

34. Temperature will decrease, AP increases, clear skies 

35. Diagram 

36. 20-16 = 4, RH 66% 

14-8= 6, RH 26% 

 

 

 


